Librarians Development Network - Open Developments in Scotland

The event provided an overview of open educational resources and developments in Scotland. Speakers working on a variety of open educational initiatives and projects will share their insights into accessing, developing and sustaining open educational content.

Events

Open Developments in Scotland
Venue: College Development Network
Address: Argyll Court Castle Business Park Stirling FK9 4TY
Directions: Download the College Development Network directions file
Cost: This is a free event.
Summary: This all day event will focus on open educational resources including MOOCs, open source software and open sharing.

Tomorrow’s event: MOOCs @CMSinclair; Re:Source repository @jacqu23; open badges @sscotborders and our keynote #OpenScot @LornaMCampbell wow!

Jennifer Louden, Chair of @CDNLibrarians is welcoming our delegates to #OpenScot, with thanks to @PennyRobertson for our fab speakers!

Looking at open source in the widest possible sense today, given new ways of working, collaboration and sharing #OpenScot

Hearing updates today on open education, open badges, MOOCs and more via Colleges Development Network #openscot
@LornaMCampbell kicking off the keynote at #OpenScot explaining what Cetis is and the wonderful work they do cetis.ac.uk

@LornaMCampbell bigging up the @cetisuk massive #openscot ...too right!

Librarians should be leading open source and open sharing in their organisation. I concur! #OpenScot

How many college or uni librarians were involved in writing their OER policy? Does your org have one? Wish we did! #OpenScot
Scotland not funded in HEFC ukoer programme which explains lack of awareness of OER in Scotland. #OpenScot

Are we missing a trick with OER not being specifically mentioned in Curriculum for Excellence? Would help with sharing agenda... #OpenScot

Openness of MOOCs subject to debate, but very much part of open landscape #OpenScot

@LornaMCampbell deftly points out MOOCs and OER are not synonyms, but they are quite often used that way. #OpenScot policy makers note ;-)

Wikimedia UK very active in Scotland. Many interesting activities over last year. #OpenScot

Really interested in @GSALibrary devised 'write or improve a Wikipedia article' assignment #digitalliteracy #OpenScot @LornaMCampbell

@cetisuk #OpenScot Dr Cable Green OER/CC Keynote from Cetis summit m.youtube.com/watch?v=AjG8T1... all presentations available @LornaMCampbell
CDN Librarians

#OpenScot deliverables - aiming high to policy level for OER. @LornaMCampbell it’s right to aim high.

4 YEARS AGO

CDN Librarians

#OpenScot keep up to date with Open Scotland’s latest news: openscot.wordpress.com

4 YEARS AGO

OPEN SCOTLAND

"Open Policies can develop Scotland’s unique education offering, support social inclusion and inter-institutional collaboration and sharing and enhance quality and sustainability." This statement was the starting point for the Open Scotland Summit, which took place at the National Museum of Scotland in June 2013. The Summit brought together senior representatives from a wide range of...

LORNAMCAMPBELL

Jacqu23

Jackie Graham
jacqu23@jacqu23

First draft of Open Scotland Declaration due end of Feb. #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Jacqu23

Jackie Graham
jacqu23@jacqu23

Good to see the range of activities planned this year by Open Scotland. Encourage people to get involved! #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Jacqu23

Jackie Graham
jacqu23@jacqu23

Something unique about education in Scotland which lends itself to openness @LornaMCampbell #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

CDN Librarians

#OpenScot if you’re interested in open resources and want to write for the Open Scotland blog, get in touch with @LornaMCampbell

4 YEARS AGO
@ColDevNet fantastic start to #OpenScot with @LornaMCampbell skilfully leading delegates through the open landscape in Scotland and beyond.

Very inspired by @LornaMCampbell keynote at #OpenScot and hope to get in touch about blogging and doing things!

Managed to mess up hashtag for praising @LornaMCampbell and her inspiring keynote on Open Scotland. #openscot is important one!

Suzanne Scott @sscotborders now talking about #openbadges #OpenScot

S. Scott reminding us of the achievement of getting our first badges: brownie badges, school badges, Xbox achievement badges ;) #OpenScot

Feeling a bit meek with my Xbox Lips achievements & Brownies Hostess badge when @PennyRobertson has fire fighting & dragon badges #OpenScot

@sscotborders motivation, retention and employability. Think how #OpenBadges can support these key aspects for education #OpenScot
S. Scott - Badges are useful for motivating students but can also encourage college staff to take on new skills. #OpenScot

S. Scott - Borders College are now an official badge issuer #OpenScot

Using a @mozilla @OpenBadges backpack is a good idea because it follows you regardless of organisation for work or study #OpenScot

S. Scott - Scotland acknowledged as leading the way in #OpenBadges in UK education at Mozilla Festival at end of last year. #OpenScot

Open Badges in Scottish Education Group (OBSEG) connecting open badges activity in Scotland. #OpenScot

In Scotland, interest has been growing in the opportunities afforded by Open Badges to augment traditional accreditation routes.

S. Scott - quoting @joecar of SQA re #OpenBadges "Permission to innovate" #OpenScot
@LornaMCampbell #openscot #openbadges with some big global corporations today from Oil and Gas sector @sqanews leading innovation here too
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@LornaMCampbell #openscot #openbadges with some big global corporations today from Oil and Gas sector @sqanews leading innovation here too
Recognising wider achievements outwith vocational programmes is an important issue for colleges. #OpenBadges are ideal for this #OpenScot

S. Scott - Borders Colleges are looking at issuing badges for work placements and Leonardo projects #OpenScot

#OpenScot #OpenBadges Interested? Check out work by @grainnehamilton @dajbelshaw and @sscotborders to get badging!

Mark Glancey talking to #OpenScot about the SCURL Walk-In Access project for e-resources.
SCURL WALK-IN ACCESS PROJECT
Report

Supporting resource sharing initiatives through the provision of walk-in access (WIA) to e-resources subscribed to by HE Libraries
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Researched by Mark Glancy, National Museums Scotland and Alistair Young, UHI
Project Managed by Jill Evans, SCURL

The Scottish Library and Information Council
SLIC is pleased that its funding of the project has provided the sector with further concrete evidence of the issues facing all libraries, in a world where the public think everything is free and we faced increased pressure to share resources. SLIC has been supporting sharing of resources for many years and has tried to implement programmes which might make it easier to do so, such as the National Entitlement Card, but progress is much slower than we would like. It will be an increasing challenge to meet user expectations and this report has set out the areas where we should be focusing on.

Elaine Fulton, Director of SLIC, June 2013

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell
4 YEARS AGO

Glancy - librarians had an altruistic attitude to walk in access, it was seen as a "good thing to do" #OpenScot

Glancy - walk in access is a good way to widen engagement and provide access to distance learning students #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO
Glancy - Walk in access highlights libraries commitment to opening access #OpenScot

Licensing is a key issue with walk-in access, but careful reading of the licences will often show you can allow walk-in users. #OpenScot

Glancy highlighting the Jisc eBooks for FE sub-licence & Knowledge Base Plus project from Jisc Collections #OpenScot

QMU have adopted an IP range just for walk-in resources, creating a 'walled garden' approach for WI users Mark Glancy #OpenScot

Glancy "OpenAthens has been described as Shibboleth on steroids." #OpenScot

Mark Glancy giving a great overview of how achievable walk-in access can be, lots of Unis on board and doing it! #OpenScot

#OpenScot now hearing from @CMSinclair about teaching on and developing MOOCs.
Lovely to hear @CMS Sinclair talking about her experiences teaching the eLearning & Digital Culture MOOC #OpenScot pic.twitter.com/yVZ1MuAKO7

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

@CMS Sinclair highlighting the importance of Jeremy Knox's @j_k_knox research on the ELeading & Digital Cultures MOOC #OpenScot

Jeremy Knox
@j_k_knox

RT @LornaMCampbell: @CMS Sinclair highlighting the importance of @j_k_knox research on the #EDMOOC #OpenScot << as part of a great team :)

CDN Librarians
@CDNLibrarians

It's becoming common for people to use a MOOC as a starting point for their own teaching #cpd #edcmooc #OpenScot
Why did Edinburgh get involved with MOOCs? Reputation, exploration, outreach, shared experience, fun! #OpenScot

such a great advocate for exploring new ways of learning & teaching #openScot #edcmooc

"Coursera approaches the university, you don't approach them. That's how they work" #OpenScot

Stressing the importance to support from the Principal & Senior Management for Edinburgh MOOCs #OpenScot

stressing importance of MOOC courses including a picture of their campus to show course is rooted in a physical space #OpenScot

Find out more about MOOCs at University of Edinburgh ed.ac.uk/studying/onlin... #OpenScot @CMSinclair

The University is also a member of the FutureLearn partnership, which includes some of the best UK and international universities, as well as institutions with a huge archive of cultural and educational material, including the British Council, the British Library, and the British Museum.
Lorna M. Campbell @LornaMCampbell

@CMSinclair Edinburgh has put a lot of money into their MOOCs but a lot of it runs on staff goodwill, evenings & weekends #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell @LornaMCampbell

@CMSinclair highlighting that MOOC enrolment figures are more of less meaningless #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Enrolment figures for first six University of Edinburgh MOOCs #OpenScot over 300k

pic.twitter.com/uNSyJ7udZj

ABI MAWHIRT @ABIMAWHIRT - 4 YEARS AGO

MOOCs aren’t about turning a face to face course into an online course #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO
Edinburgh University's first MOOC report, as mentioned by @CMSinclair era.lib.ed.ac.uk/handle/1842/66... #OpenScot

Edinburgh Research Archive: MOOCs @ Edinburgh 2013: Report #1
A report summarising the experience of the University of Edinburgh of offering our first 6 massive open online courses (MOOCs) in partnership with Coursera.

cMOOCs are connectivist, bringing people together MOOCs and then came xMOOCs through MIT, putting lectures out there #OpenScot

@CMSinclair "We are experienced in online learning, it's what we do in our day jobs" < Professional practice #OpenScot

Designing for the unknown learner with MOOCs and developers need to think about orchestrating experiences #OpenScot @CMSinclair

The ELearning & Digital Culture team's post on the #OpenScot blog openscot.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/rou... #edcmooc

Round Two: New Flavours for #EDCMOOC
We're very pleased to welcome our second Open Scotland guest blog post by Sian Bayne, Jeremy Knox, Hamish Macleod, Jen Ross and Christine Sinclair about their highly successful E-learning and Digital Cultures MOOC (EDCMOOC), being run by the University of Edinburgh on the Coursera platform.
@CMSinclair talking about the success of the #edcmooc hashtag launched two months before start of course #OpenScot

Have a look for edcmooc on YouTube and be amazed at the content created by the last cohort! #OpenScot

Some of the artefacts produced by #edcmooc padlet.com/wall/edcmooc_a... #OpenScot

@CMSinclair #edcmooc students expected to see "professors" talking heads because that's what they were used to #OpenScot

Students from the first edcmooc cohort came back to be 'teaching assistants' for further cohorts, massive success #OpenScot

@CMSinclair and colleagues found that MOOC students needed to see teachers on the course and began posting videos of themselves #OpenScot

MOOC students still want to 'see' lecturers to feel a connection, traditional learning styles but on a non-traditional platform? #OpenScot
Some students struggled with #edcmooc approach, asking - why aren't you teaching us? Where are our learning outcomes? #OpenScot

@CMSinclair musing on the nature of skeuomorphs in education #OpenScot #edcmooc < Fascinating stuff!

@CMSinclair #edcmooc used peer review process, all artefacts produced by #edcmooc students were reviewed by three peers. #OpenScot

60% of #edcmooc participants had PG degrees, but course was aimed at 1st year UGs #OpenScot

Q: Did #edcmooc pay their Community Teaching Assistants? Answer from @CMSinclair: No. They do it for love, as do we. #OpenScot

"How are MOOCs sustainable? We don’t know? We're still exploring. #OpenScot

Really excellent and thought provoking presentation from @CMSinclair on Edinburgh's experience of running COursers MOOCs #OpenScot
Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

@cetisuk MOOC whitepapers available here publications.cetis.ac.uk/2013/667 and publications.cetis.ac.uk/2014/898 #OpenScot
Now over to Garry from @ColDevNet @CollegesScot to hear about Re:Source shared repository for Scottish FE #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Re:Source Repository resource.blogs.scotcol.ac.uk #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO
Re:Source - The College Development Network's resource-sharing site

10 December 2012: Scotland's Colleges has today launched as Colleges Scotland and College Development Network. Look out for our new branding. More information on resources, events and news for colleges in Scotland to follow.

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

Garry Cameron of College Development Network supporting @Feorlean's call for a "serious public debate" on open education #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

CDN Librarians
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Re:Source (JORUM powered platform) is the answer to OER for Scottish FE - think sustainable open practice #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

Cameron - Need to publish good quality resources under open licences in key areas. #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

CDN Librarians
@CDNLibrarians

How do we get people to share resources? Everything is hidden behind passwords or paywalls. #nicetoshare #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

Cameron - planning to issue small grants to openly licence resources in key areas, also open ed award competition for colleges #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

CDN Librarians
@CDNLibrarians

Garry Cameron encouraging Scottish FE librarians to use Re:Source blog and share #OER information #OpenScot @CollegesScot

4 YEARS AGO
Copyright fees are going up, value of licences going down, #OER can help! #OpenScot

Cameron - new regional colleges face bill from Copyright Licensing Agency, why not move towards Creative Commons licences? #OpenScot

Cameron - OER is no longer an option, it’s an imperative. But still need to win battle for hearts and minds. #OpenScot

Cameron - Wouldn’t it be wonderful to have FE MOOCs as well as HE? College principals need to realise reputational benefit of open #OpenScot
Final presentation from Suzanne Boyle, new @JorumTeam Director #OpenScot
pic.twitter.com/ptIClH4ldb

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell
4 YEARS AGO

Boyle - Mimas will become part of Jisc in August 2014 #OpenScot

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell
4 YEARS AGO

Boyle - @JorumTeam will be focusing on Health practice and working with @northwestoer #OpenScot

CDN Librarians
@CDNLibrarians
4 YEARS AGO

JISC funded FE and Skills project - creating tools to make it easier to connect FE practitioners with Jisc and Jorum content #OpenScot
CDN Librarians

Find out more about the Jisc FE and Skills project: jorum.ac.uk/blog/post/78/m... @JorumTeam @MimasNews connecting FE staff to content #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Opening up routes to Jisc FE content - a new project for Mimas
http://www.jorum.ac.uk/blog/post/78/mimas-embarks-on-new-fe-project

CDN Librarians

Hairdressing.ac.uk being used really well in English FE but underused in Scottish FE - spread the word! #OpenScot #nicetoshare

4 YEARS AGO

Hairdressing Training | Hairdressing Training
Hairdressing Training provides resources covering male and female cuts and other hairdressing skills to hairdressing students

Hairdressing

Lorna M. Campbell
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Boyle - talking about @team_scarlet's work with augmented reality and museum collections #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO

Christine
@CMSinclair

Augmented reality good for scaling up hard to access experiences: Boyle #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO
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Love OER? Tell Jorum about it and get £75 of Amazon vouchers! jorum.ac.uk/about-us/love... Susanne Boyle #OpenScot

4 YEARS AGO
Love OER!
http://www.jorum.ac.uk/about-us/love-OER

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell
Boyle - Soon 50% of @JorumTeam will be new appointments < End of an era! #OpenScot

CDN Librarians
@CDNLibrarians
#OpenScot has come to a close so thank you to all involved @PennyRobertson @jacqu23 @CMSinclair @LornaMCampbell @LibRich @CILIPScotland

Jackie Graham
@jacqu23
Thanks to all who organised and contributed to the #OpenScot event today. Exciting to see so much open ed activity taking place in Scotland!

CDN Librarians
@CDNLibrarians
@CMSinclair @LornaMCampbell thank you ladies for being involved and your fab presentations - really inspiring #OpenScot

Christine
@CMSinclair
Really enjoyed #OpenScot event organised by @CDNLibrarians today. Fab to see @LornaMCampbell in fine form too. Lots to follow up.